
KOLEOS
RENAULT

BEAUTIFULLY CAPABLE

DRIVE THE CHANGE





LIFE’S A 
JOURNEY

MAKE YOURS  
WORTH DRIVING

WITH BUILT-IN EUROPEAN STYLING AND 
THE ULTIMATE RENAULT TECHNOLOGY, 
WE’VE GONE TO GREAT LENGTHS TO 
MAKE THE NEW RENAULT KOLEOS THE 
PERFECT SUV FOR ANY JOURNEY.

Beautiful design meets pure practicality in the new 
Renault Koleos. Its new design, as elegant on the inside 
as it is on the outside, coupled with innovative Renault 
technology and a list of thoughtfully appointed, life-
enhancing features means you and your family get to 
enjoy the best of both worlds – capability and luxury. 

Whether you’re looking for a capable SUV for family 
snow trips or an affordable car for around town, there’s 
a model to suit you. 

The Renault Koleos Expression is spacious, strong and 
efficient, with a 5-star Euro NCAP safety rating, dual-
zone climate control with cabin filter, audio streaming 
Bluetooth® and 17" alloy wheels. 

The Renault Koleos BOSE® adds integrated Satellite 
Navigation with 7" touch-screen, front and rear parking 

sensors, a premium BOSE® sound system, black 
leather upholstery, privacy glass and extra safety 
features including Blind Spot Warning (BSW). 

Take luxury even further in the Renault Koleos Privilège 
with 4x4 capability, reversing camera, heated front 
seats, a panoramic sunroof, beautiful wood grain cabin 
trim and aviation style tables for the rear seats. 

Designed for agile handling and manoeuvrability, 
the new Renault Koleos can tackle any challenge in 
effortless European style. Choose from powerful yet 
efficient 4x2 or 4x4 engines in either petrol or diesel. 
With impressive safety credentials and a range of 
innovative safety technologies, you’re free to enjoy the 
road, wherever it leads.



CLEVER 
STYLE

BALANCING EFFORTLESS LUXURY  
AND EVERYDAY PRACTICALITY 
BECOMES AN ART FORM IN THE  
NEW RENAULT KOLEOS SUV. 
ITS ELEGANT NEW DESIGN SETS 
YOU APART AS YOU TRAVEL IN 
UNMISTAKABLE EUROPEAN STYLE.
The new Renault Koleos has a refined front end and 
new face incorporating Renault’s striking new brand 
identity highlighted by the prominent Renault logo 
set within the front grille. The new Renault Koleos 
is sophisticated from every angle, with sporty front 

and rear fog lights and LED turn indicators on the 
door mirrors – features just as practical as they are 
stylish. The new Renault Koleos also impresses with 
its cutting-edge new alloy wheel design – the BOSE® 
and Privilège models look sensational thanks to their 
two-tone alloy wheels. 

The refined look of the Renault Koleos continues 
throughout the cabin with piano black highlights, 
brushed chrome or wood grain creating a luxurious 
interior ambience. The Renault Koleos Privilège gives 
you greater choice of interior, available in black, brown 
or beige leather upholstery. 

Design that doesn’t just look good, it works perfectly 
too. The Privilège features an electric panoramic glass 
sunroof, quick release flat folding floor system, folding 
aviation style tables for the rear seats and satin chrome 
roof rails to make every journey a breeze. All Renault 
Koleos models have a functional ski flap in the rear 
seats to safely store your gear when you’re heading to 
the snow. 



ATTRACTIVE
SAFETY 

WHEREVER YOU GO, WHATEVER YOU DO 
AND WHOEVER IS ALONG FOR THE RIDE, 
YOUR SAFETY IS PRIORITISED IN THE 
NEW RENAULT KOLEOS.
The new Renault Koleos takes safety to a new level, 
with the highest possible 5-star Euro NCAP rating. 
Standard safety features include driver and front 
passenger front and side airbags, front and rear curtain 
airbags, Electronic Stability Control (ESC), Emergency 
Brake Assist (EBA), Electronic Brake-force Distribution 
(EBD) and Anti-lock Braking System (ABS). This 
comprehensive array of technologies works to prevent 
loss of control, correct it if it does happen and actively 
protect you in case of a collision. 

The Renault Koleos BOSE® and Privilège models also 
now include the advanced technology of Blind Spot 
Warning (BSW). This innovative system uses four 
sensors mounted on both sides of the vehicle to detect 
moving objects in your blind spot and avoid dangerous 
collisions when changing lanes at speed. 

Along with the great visibility from the wide front 
windscreen and high seating position, front and rear 
parking sensors in the BOSE® and Privilège models help 
guide you into tricky parking spots. To increase safety 
for you and your family, the Renault Koleos Privilège 
also features a rear view camera so you can keep an 
eye on what’s around your vehicle while reversing. 



WHETHER YOU PREFER GETTING BACK TO NATURE OR 
EXPLORING THE INNER CITY, IN THE NEW RENAULT KOLEOS, 
THERE’S NO NEED TO COMPROMISE. ITS VERSATILE BUILD, 
AGILE HANDLING AND CAPABLE PERFORMANCE MEANS YOU 
CAN HAVE THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS. 
The new Renault Koleos can take you anywhere you want to go – from snowy 
mountains to city hotspots. Both 2.0L Diesel and 2.5L Petrol engine options provide 
efficient power, with 126kW of power available from the Petrol engines and 226Nm 
of torque. The Diesel engines produce an impressive 127kW of power and 360Nm 
of torque for extra towing strength.

Traversing even challenging surfaces is no problem in the new Renault Koleos 4x4. 
On steep upward slopes, the invaluable Hill Start Assist safety feature ensures you 
don’t roll backwards when starting off. Perfect for those congested mountain roads 
during ski season. 

Hill Descent Control is invaluable when heading back down the mountain. On 
particularly steep slopes, the vehicle’s speed is limited to a safe, slow pace to 
ensure you stay in control. The All-Mode 4x4 system maintains the grip of all four 
wheels, directing power where it’s most needed so you can go off-road with ease. 

CAPABILITIES

Overseas model shown



TO BE RETOUCHED

TODAY, DRIVING ISN’T JUST ABOUT GETTING FROM ONE 
PLACE TO ANOTHER – IT’S ABOUT ENJOYING THE JOURNEY. 
THE NEW RENAULT KOLEOS LETS YOU SPEND MORE TIME 
DOING WHAT YOU LOVE, EVEN WHEN YOU’RE ON THE WAY 
TO ANOTHER DESTINATION.

The new Renault Koleos takes advantage of the latest developments in 
driving technology. In the BOSE® and Privilège grades, the premium BOSE® 
audio system plays all your favourite music with concert-quality reproduction 
through the subwoofer and digital amplifier. 

Access your playlists wirelessly from your smartphone thanks to Bluetooth® 
with audio streaming in all new Renault Koleos vehicles, with fingertip controls 
near the steering wheel for answering calls safely. 

If you’d rather plug in your iPod® or Flash drive, the multimedia connection 
box in your new Renault Koleos gives you more connectivity options with 
auxiliary and USB inputs.

Renault’s innovative new R-Link Enhanced Audio and Navigation 
System is controlled by a 7" touch-screen navigation system in the 
BOSE® and Privilège models. Maps are displayed in 2D or 3D and the 
system lets you customise the home screen to allow easy access to 
the applications you use most. 

In the Privilège, the touch-screen also displays the view behind your 
vehicle when reversing and provides distance guidance lines to help 
you move safely. 

iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

TECHNOLOGY



INTERIOREXTERIOR

1. Electric panoramic glass sunroof*
2. Fog lights
3. Bi-Xenon headlights*
4. Headlight washers*
5. Rear mud flaps

1. Blind Spot Warning^
2. Premium BOSE® sound system^
3. 7" touch-screen navigation system^
4. Dual-zone climate control
5. Rear view camera*
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 *Privilège model
^BOSE® and Privilège models
*Privilège model



1. Black leather upholstery^

2. New front grille design
3.  Carbon fibre effect interior 

highlights†

4. 18" Bi-Ton two-tone alloy wheels*

5.  LED turn indicator lights on  
door mirrors

6. Chrome exterior strip^

1. Hill Start Assist~

2. Blind Spot Warning (BSW)^
3. Six airbag system
4. Alarm system
5. Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
6. Hill Descent Control~
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^BOSE® and Privilège models
*Privilège model
†BOSE® model

~4x4 models only 
^BOSE® and Privilège models

DESIGN SAFETY



ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES
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1. Mudflap kit – 7711423665 
2. Tow bar kit – G9162H4510AU  
3. Bicycle carrier kit (aluminium)* – 
771123635B, Roof bar kit – 7711423180 
4. Separating grille (for Modularity Pack) – 
H7600H4510AU  
5. Carpet mat set (grey) – 7711423597

Also available:
Boot mat – 7711423662
Boot protection tray – 7711422430
Car wash cleaning kit box – 7711574925
Cargo net (fits to boot floor) – 7711422533
Cargo net (fits to tailgate) – 7711227502
Carpet mat set (beige) – 7711423589
Protector/tyre change mat – 85010GEN00AR
Rear parking sensor kit – 7711224385

1. Snow chain kit – 7711423532
2. Rear seat tablet bracket – B8181PAD00AU
3. Coat hanger – 7711219816
4. Tent kit – 7711424122
5. Ski carrier kit (4 pairs of skis)* – 
7711419628

Also available:
Roof bar kit (Expression, w/out rails) – 
G3125H4510AU
Roof bar kit (low profile) – G3125H4500AU
Roof pod – 7711427495
Safety and first aid kit – 7711425749
Separating grille (not for Modularity Pack) – 
H7600H4500AU
Ski carrier kit (6 pairs of skis) – 7711420779
Surfboard/surf ski carrier kit – 7711419628
Tow bar harness – B4097H4500AU
Weathershield kit – 7711424117*Roof bar kit sold separately



KEY FEATURES
•   Driver and front passenger front, side and rear 

curtain airbags
•   Anti-lock Braking System, Emergency Brake Assist 

(EBA), Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD), 
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

•   Emergency response system
•   Front and rear fog lights
•   Height adjustable rear headrests
•   Cruise control with speed limiter
•   3 child seat anchorage points for rear seats
•   Remote central locking with Renault Smart Key 

Card and alarm
•   Dual-zone climate control with cabin filter  

and air recycling function
•   12V sockets in front and centre console
•   Multi-function trip computer
•   Lidded underfloor storage for rear passengers
•   Child minder mirror
•   Multimedia connection box (AUX and USB)
•   Bluetooth® phone pairing with audio streaming
•   4 speaker, 2 tweeter audio with CD, MP3  

and fingertip controls
•   Flat folding 60:40 rear seats
•   Black and aluminium look cabin highlights
•   17" silver alloy wheels 
•   Satin finish chrome door handles
•   Leather wrapped steering wheel and gear knob

OPTIONS
• Metallic paint

REASSURANCE
• 5-year unlimited  

kilometre warranty
• 24/7 Roadside  

Assistance
• 3 years Capped  

Price Servicing

EXPRESSION

17" SILVER ALLOY WHEELS DARK CHARCOAL UPHOLSTERY

WHATEVER YOUR PRIORITIES, THERE’S A NEW RENAULT 
KOLEOS MODEL TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS. RENAULT HAS 
THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING YOU MIGHT WANT FROM A FAMILY 
VEHICLE AND EXPANDED THE RANGE OF MODERN INTERIORS, 
TRIMS AND COLOURS.

EXPRESSION
The Renault Koleos Expression provides 
affordable European style with a luxurious  
range of features. It looks great on the outside 
thanks to front and rear fog lights, LED turn 
indicator lights on the body-coloured door 
mirrors and satin chrome finish door handles. 
Inside, the leather wrapped gear knob and 
dark charcoal upholstery are practical yet 
comfortable. Technology includes Bluetooth® 
with audio streaming and fingertip controls, 
multimedia connection box plus dual-zone 
climate control with cabin filter and air recycling 
function. There’s also plenty of storage 
throughout the cabin and a ski flap in the  
split-folding rear seats.

BOSE®

The new Renault Koleos BOSE® has everything 
you want and a little extra style thanks to 
17" two-tone alloy wheels, black leather 
upholstery and carbon fibre effect interior. 
The Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) 
combines smooth power and fuel efficiency 
in either 4x2 or 4x4 petrol engines. Practical 
satin chrome finish aluminium roof rails can 
carry bikes, storage pods, skis, surfboards and 
much more. Electrics include the driver’s seat, 
automatic headlights and windscreen wipers. 
Satellite navigation is controlled from the 7" 
touch-screen display, which also controls your 
premium BOSE® audio system. Front and rear 
parking sensors make reversing and parallel 
parking a breeze. The innovation of Blind Spot 
Warning detects and warns you of objects in 
your blind spot when changing lanes. 

PRIVILEGE
The top of the range new Renault Koleos 
Privilège takes luxury even further. Building 
on the advanced specifications of the BOSE® 
model, it features an impressive array of 
technology. Bi-Xenon headlights offer supreme 
visibility, as does the rear view camera and 
electric panoramic glass sunroof. Choose from 
black, beige or brown leather upholstery and 
interior to complement the premium wood 
grain, brushed chrome and piano black cabin 
highlights. The sophisticated 18" two-tone 
alloy wheels add an air of elegance, even when 
you’re traversing the muddiest of tracks with 
powerful 4x4 capabilities. Even more practical 
is the quick release flat-fold floor system  
which lets you fold down the rear seats in  
one easy move. 

VARIANTS



BOSE

17" BI-TON TWO-TONE ALLOY WHEELSBLACK LEATHER UPHOLSTERY

PRIVILEGE

18" BI-TON TWO-TONE ALLOY WHEELSBLACK LEATHER UPHOLSTERY

KEY FEATURES
•   Driver and front passenger front, side and rear 

curtain airbags
•   Anti-lock Braking System, Emergency Brake Assist 

(EBA), Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD), 
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

•   Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
•   Front and rear parking sensors
•   Satin chrome finish aluminium roof rails
•   Privacy glass
•   Cruise control with speed limiter
•   3 child seat anchorage points for rear seats
•   Automatic windscreen wipers with rain sensor
•   Automatic dusk-sensing headlights
•   17" Bi-Ton two-tone alloy wheels 
•   Black leather upholstery
•   Aluminium look front door sills
•   Carbon fibre, aluminium look cabin highlights and 

piano black effect
•   Rear central armrest with cup holder
•   R-Link Enhanced Audio and Navigation System  

with 7" touch-screen
•   Child minder mirror
•   Multimedia connection box (AUX and USB)
•   Bluetooth® phone pairing with audio streaming
•   4 speaker, 2 tweeter BOSE® audio with subwoofer, 

digital amplifier, CD, MP3 and fingertip controls
•   Flat folding 60:40 rear seats

OPTIONS
• 4x2 or 4x4
• Metallic paint
• Rear view camera
• Electric panoramic 

glass sunroof
• Diesel or petrol engine

REASSURANCE
• 5-year unlimited 

kilometre warranty
• 24/7 Roadside 

Assistance
• 3 years Capped  

Price Servicing

KEY FEATURES
•   Six airbags
•   Anti-lock Braking System, Emergency Brake Assist 

(EBA), Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD), 
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

•   Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
•   Rear view camera
•   Front and rear parking sensors
•   Satin chrome finish aluminium roof rails
•   Privacy glass
•   Cruise control with speed limiter
•   Automatic windscreen wipers with rain sensor
•   Automatic dusk-sensing Bi-Xenon headlights
•   3 child seat anchorage points for rear seats
•   18" Bi-Ton two-tone alloy wheels 
•   Black leather upholstery
•   Wood grain, brushed chrome and piano black  

cabin décor
•   R-Link Enhanced Audio and Navigation System  

with 7" touch-screen
•   Bluetooth® phone pairing with audio streaming
•   4 speaker, 2 tweeter BOSE® audio with subwoofer, 

digital amplifier, CD, MP3 and fingertip controls
•   Quick release flat fold floor system
•   Tilt adjustable rear seats
•   2 x rear aviation style tables
•   Electrically adjustable driver’s seat with  

lumbar support
•   Heated front seats

OPTIONS
• Metallic paint
• Brown interior with 

brown leather seats
• Sandstone/brown 

interior with beige 
leather seats

• Diesel or petrol engine

REASSURANCE
• 5-year unlimited 

kilometre warranty
• 24/7 Roadside 

Assistance
• 3 years Capped  

Price Servicing



OVERVIEW
SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

 EXPRESSION BOSE® PRIVILEGE

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Driver and front passenger airbags • • •

Driver and front passenger side airbags • • •

Front and rear curtain airbags • • •

Brakes

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) • • •

Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) • • •

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) • • •

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) • • •

Emergency response system: Automatic door 
unlocking, injection and ignition deactivation,  
activation of hazard warning lights

• • •

Lighting

Automatic dusk sensing headlights – • •

"See me home" function headlights • • •

Front and rear fog lights • • •

Manual height adjustable headlights • • –

Bi-Xenon directional headlights and headlight 
washers – – •

Parking Aids

Front and rear parking sensors – • •

Rear view camera – O •

Automatic dimming rear view mirror – • •

Safety Features

Blind Spot Warning (BSW) – • •

Assisted parking brake – • •

All mode 4x4-i (4WD only) – • •

Hill Start Assist (4WD only) – • •

Hill Descent Control (4WD only) – • •

Driver and front passenger seat belt warning  
light and tone – • •

One-touch door locking • • •

Height and tilt adjust front headrests – • •

3 height adjustable rear headrests • • •

LED turn indicator lights on door mirrors with highway mode • • •

3 three-point rear seatbelts with load limiter • • •

3 child seat anchorage points for rear seats • • •

Security Features

Engine immobiliser • • •

Renault Anti-Intruder Device (R.A.I.D.) - automatic 
locking of doors while driving (activated above 30km/h) • • •

Remote central locking with Renault Smart Key Card • • •

Alarm • • •

INTERIOR FEATURES   

Comfort

Hands-free entry and engine start – • •

Dual-zone climate control • • •

Cabin filter and air recycling function • • •

Adjustable rear lateral air vents – • •

Convenience

12V socket (front, centre console and rear) – • •

Automatic windscreen wipers with rain sensor – • •

Rear windscreen wiper • • •

 EXPRESSION BOSE® PRIVILEGE

Electric front & rear windows with front window 
anti-pinch function and one-touch control – • •

Lidded underfloor storage for rear passengers • • •

Storage - front and rear side doors • • •

Multi-function central console (removable bin, rear 
passenger drawer) – • •

Driver and front passenger vanity mirrors with 
courtesy light – • •

Child minder mirror • • •

2 x rear aviation style tables – – •

Entertainment

4 speaker, 2 tweeter audio system with AM/FM, 
single CD, MP3 player and fingertip controls • – –

4 speaker, 2 tweeter BOSE® audio system with 
subwoofer, digital amplifier, AM/FM, single CD, MP3 
player and fingertip controls 

– • •

Multimedia connection box (Auxiliary input and USB support) • • •

Bluetooth® phone pairing with audio streaming* • • •

R-Link Enhanced Satellite Navigation system with 
upgraded interface, eco-routes, voice recognition 
and customisable home page

– • •

Seating

Electrically adjustable driver's seat with manual 
lumbar support – • •

Heated front seats – – •

Flat folding 60:40 split rear seats • • •

Rear central armrest with cup-holder – • •

Quick release flat fold floor system – – •

Tilt adjustable rear seats – – •

Ski flap in rear seats • • •

Styling

Black and alumimium look cabin highlights • – –

Carbon fibre, alumimium look cabin highlights and  
piano black effect – • –

Wood grain, brushed chrome and piano black  
cabin highlights

– – •

Dark charcoal cloth upholstery • – –

Black leather upholstery – • •

EXTERIOR FEATURES   

Styling

Electric panoramic glass sunroof – O •

Electric heated folding door mirrors – • •

Chrome effect front and rear skid plates • • •

Satin chrome finish aluminium roof rails – • •

Rear privacy glass – • •

17" Silver alloy wheels • – –

17" Bi-Ton alloy wheels – • –

18" Bi-Ton alloy wheels – – •

Rear mud flaps • • •

WARRANTY   

5 Year / Unlimited kms with 24 Hour Roadside Assistance

2.5 Petrol 2.0 dCi

4x2 MT 4x2 CVT 4x4 CVT 4x2 AT 4x4 AT

BODY

Specification Expression Expression, BOSE® BOSE®, Privilège BOSE® BOSE®, Privilège 

Body type 5 door SUV

Seating capacity 5

ENGINE

Type 4 Cylinder in-line transverse

Capacity (cc) 2488 1995

Number of cylinders/valves 4/16 4/16

Compression ratio 9.6:1 15.7:1

Max. power (kW @ rpm) 126 @ 6000 127 @ 3750

Max. torque (Nm @ rpm) 226 @ 4400 360 @ 2000

Fuel type (recommended) Unleaded 91  (RON rec.) Diesel

TRANSMISSION

Type 6-Speed manual CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission) 6-Speed Automatic

Driven wheels Front Front 4x4 Front 4x4

Speeds at 1000 rpm in  1st gear 7.4 8.79 8.3

                                    2nd gear 13.4

N/A

14.1

                                    3rd gear 19.4 21.9

                                    4th gear 25.8 30.3

                                    5th gear 31.1 41.9

                                    6th gear 36.7 52.38 51.3

STEERING

Type Electric Variable

Turning circle between kerbs (m) 11.6

Turns lock-to-lock 3

TYRES AND WHEELS

Wheels 17" (Expression/BOSE®) 6.5J 17

Tyres 17" (Expression/BOSE®) 225/60 R 17

Wheels 18" (Privilège) 7J 18

Tyres 18" (Privilège) 225/55 R 18

BRAKING     

Front braking system (diameter x thickness) Ventilated Disc (320 x 28)

Rear braking system (diameter x thickness) Ventilated Disc (292 x 16)

Front suspension MacPherson Strut

Rear suspension Multilink

PERFORMANCE

Max. speed (km/h) 191 186 185 190 189

0-100 km/h (seconds) 9 9.9 10.3 11.5 11.9

FUEL CONSUMPTION^

Emissions standards Euro 4 Euro 5

Combined cycle (L/100km) 9.6 9.3 9.5 7 7.6

CO2 emissions (g/km) 230 223 228 181 200

Extra urban cycle (L/100km) 7.7 7.9 8 5.8 6.5

Urban cycle (L/100km) 12.9 11.8 12 8.9 9.7

WEIGHTS

Kerb weight (kg) 1598 1622 1721 1762 1823

Gross vehicle weight (kg) 2150 2150 2200 2300 2361

Max. towing weight, unbraked (kg) 750 750

Max. towing weight, braked (kg) 2000 1350

Max. towball download (kg) 200 200

VOLUME 

On top of the rear seat parcel shelf (litres) 450

Volume with rear seat folded down (up to roof) (litres) 1380

Fuel tank (litres) 65
•  Standard  
O  Option 
– Not available

*Bluetooth® compatibility may vary depending on phone
^Vehicle tested in accordance with ADR 81/02 based on combined cycle (city/highway). Actual fuel consumption 
and CO2 emissions depend on factors such as traffic conditions, vehicle condition and how you drive.



COLOURS DIMENSIONS

A Wheelbase 2690

B Overall length 4520

C Front overhang 955

D Rear overhang 875

E Front track 1545

F Rear track 1550

G Overall width including moulding strips 1855

G1 Width with door mirrors folded/unfolded 1855 / 2120

H Unladen height / with roof bars 1690 / 1705

H1 Unladen height with tailgate open 2061

J  Sill height (unladen) 750

K Running clearance (diesel/petrol) 186 / 204

L Cabin length (to second row seats) 1927

M Front elbow width 1451

M1 Rear elbow width 1475

N Front shoulder width 1433

N1 Rear shoulder width 1421

P1 Distance between seat base and roof in front seats 946

P2 Distance between seat base and roof in rear seats 885

Q Rear headroom at the vertical of the rear axle 810

Y Upper boot entrance width 1100

Y1 Lower boot entrance width 1071

Y2 Interior width between wheel arches 1071

Z Boot aperture height 805

Z1 Loading length behind rear seats 908

Z2 Loading length on the floor behind front seats 1585

Z3 Maximum loading length with passenger seat folded down 2600

Z4 Height under luggage shelf 452

Measurements in millimetres

WHITE (QXB) S

CAYENNE ORANGE (NXE*) M

MINERAL BEIGE (HXA*) M METALLIC BLACK (GXA) M

 PEARL WHITE (QXA) M

ULTRA SILVER (KXC) M MARS GREY (WXC) M

METALLIC BROWN (CXA*) M

*Not availaible on BOSE® model
M  Metallic  
S  Solid



KEY FEATURES

TWO-TONE ALLOY WHEELS  
The new Renault Koleos looks better than ever thanks 
to the latest in alloy wheel design and technology. The 
new 17" Bi-Ton and 18" Bi-Ton two-tone alloy wheels, 
on the BOSE® and Privilège models respectively, each 
have a unique design and distinctive dark and light 
silver effect, with solid, lightweight alloy construction.  

BI-XENON HEADLIGHTS  
Provide sharp, vibrant yet safe illumination in the 
Renault Koleos Privilège. These striking headlights are 
directional, following the curve of the road to maximise 
your visibility. Headlight washers ensure the projected 
light is as clear and unobstructed as possible when 
you’re heading somewhere dusty or dirty. 

ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL 
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) is standard across the 
new Renault Koleos range. It uses a number of sensors 
to detect even momentary loss of driver control and 
immediately applies individual brakes to the required 
wheel, to keep the vehicle on the road and get your 
journey safely back on course. ESC helps in many 
unexpected situations, including accidental under or 
oversteering, evasive manoeuvres and when traction is 
reduced by gravel or ice. 

BOSE® PREMIUM AUDIO  
The Renault Koleos keeps the music playing. With 
four speakers throughout the cabin and a range of 
connectivity options through Bluetooth®, your iPod®, 
CD or radio, your music sounds incredible in any 
seat. The BOSE® system in the Renault Koleos BOSE® 
and Privilège is engineered for premium acoustic 
performance and features an amplifier and subwoofer.

iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

HANDS-FREE ENTRY AND ENGINE START   
In the Renault Koleos BOSE® and Privilège models, 
you don’t even need to touch the key to get in and get 
going. The Renault Smart Card Key can stay in your bag 
or pocket, unlocking the doors at a single touch of the 
door handle. Once inside, simply press the start button 
to start the engine.

R-LINK ENHANCED NAVIGATION SYSTEM   
The Renault Koleos BOSE® and Privilège models keep 
you on track to your destination with an R-Link Enhanced 
Audio and Navigation System featuring 7" touch-screen 
satellite navigation incorporated into the central dash 
console. This innovative technology displays routes 
and audio information in vivid colour, and also controls 
your audio system and Bluetooth® phone functions, for 
seamless integration with everyday life. 

HILL DESCENT CONTROL AND HILL START ASSIST 
All new Renault Koleos 4x4 models help you maintain 
control when on steep slopes and rough terrain using 
the innovations of Hill Descent Control and Hill Start 
Assist. Hill Descent Control keeps the vehicle at a 
steady and controlled speed to ensure you don’t lose 
traction – particularly great for off-road driving or when 
towing. Hill Start Assist applies the brakes momentarily 
when setting off on an incline, preventing the vehicle 
from rolling backward before you accelerate.   

DUAL-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL   
In the new Renault Koleos, you’ll never disagree 
about the cabin temperature again. Dual-zone climate 
control keeps both front seat occupants at their ideal 
temperature. The air purifying cabin filter keeps the 
nasties out and provides you with only the freshest  
air so you can breathe a little easier, even in heavy  
city traffic.  

4X2 / 4X4 ENGINE  
Designed for agile handling and manoeuvrability, the 
new Renault Koleos can tackle any challenge and 
conditions in effortless European style. Choose from 
a range of engines including the 4x2 manual or CVT 
petrol, 4x4 CVT petrol or the economical 4x2 and 4x4 
automatic diesel options. 

BLIND SPOT WARNING (BSW)  
This innovative safety technology, standard on Renault 
Koleos BOSE® and Privilège models, warns you of 
other vehicles in your blind spot when changing lanes. 
Four sensors located at the front and rear sides of the 
vehicle detect moving objects like cars and motorbikes, 
providing a visual warning to help ensure your safety.

PARKING ASSISTANCE   
Whether reversing down a driveway or finding that last 
tricky space in the car park, the Renault Koleos makes 
manoeuvring easier and safer for you and your family. 
Front and rear parking sensors come standard on the 
BOSE® and Privilège models and provide an audible 
warning as you approach objects. The Renault Koleos 
Privilège model also has a rear view camera, perfectly 
positioned to provide a clear view behind you when 
reversing or parking.  

5-STAR EURO NCAP SAFETY RATING  
The new Renault Koleos puts safety first, with a 
range of features including Emergency Brake Assist, 
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) and three point 
seatbelts in all seats. In an emergency situation, the 
response system automatically unlocks the doors, cuts 
the fuel and ignition and activates the warning lights. 
Six airbags including dual front and side plus rear 
curtain airbags with dual side impact sensors react in 
an instant to protect all on-board. 



OUR QUALITY:  
YOUR PEACE  
OF MIND

WHEN YOU PURCHASE A NEW VEHICLE, YOU WANT TO BE SURE IT WILL 
GIVE YOU YEARS OF ENJOYABLE, WORRY-FREE MOTORING, BACKED BY 
A TRUSTED AND RELIABLE BRAND. AND WHEN YOU CHOOSE A RENAULT, 
THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT YOU’LL GET.

GENEROUS COMPREHENSIVE 
WARRANTIES 

Renault has been building and racing 
motor vehicles for more than 100 
years, creating a legacy of invention, 
innovation and a competitive spirit 
that drives us to excel. The wealth of 
experience we’ve gained is reflected  
in the design, performance and quality 
of every vehicle we sell. 

We’re so confident that your new 
Renault will provide you with many 
years of reliable and enjoyable driving 
that we’re backing our quality promise 
with competitive and comprehensive 
warranty terms on all of our vehicles.

REPAIR & SERVICE  
COURTESY CARS 

Renault quality extends to our  
customer service. 

To minimise your inconvenience while 
your vehicle is undergoing maintenance 
or repairs, our authorised Renault 
Dealers have low cost loan vehicles 
ready and waiting for you. Simply book 
a loan vehicle in advance when you 
book your Renault in for service with 
your dealer. 

Alternatively, most Renault Dealers offer  
a drop off service to local destinations  
or to the nearest public transport.

24/7 ROADSIDE  
ASSISTANCE

Renault Roadside Assistance is a  
service Renault provides to you as a 
new Renault owner for the period of 
your new vehicle warranty, regardless  
of how many kilometres you travel. 

You could run out of fuel, lose your  
car keys, have a flat tyre or an accident 
just around the corner or a long way 
from home. Just call 1800 009 008  
and we’ll arrange the assistance you 
need to get back on the road. The 
service is available 24 hours a day,  
365 days per year and covers you  
right across Australia.

GENUINE RENAULT  
PARTS

Genuine Renault parts, lubricants and accessories are of the highest quality, and 
specifically designed for Renault vehicles. They are purpose-built to our exacting 
specifications, guaranteeing fit, function and performance first and every time.  
They are also covered by our 1-year unlimited kilometres warranty. 

Authorised Renault Dealers keep high stock levels of commonly used genuine  
Renault parts to ensure continuous availability.

CAPPED PRICE  
SERVICING

Fantastic Renault value doesn’t end 
once you’ve got your new vehicle home 
– you’ll enjoy the benefits of lower 
maintenance costs for your first 3 years 
or 45,000km (whichever occurs first) 
behind the wheel thanks to Capped 
Price Servicing.

The Capped Price Service  
program covers the cost of all  
genuine parts, lubricants and labour 
required for standard scheduled 
maintenance services. 

And because you’re busy, Renault 
vehicles are designed to require 
servicing only once per calendar  
year – not every six months like  
many other manufacturers.

RENAULT SPECIALIST  
TECHNICIANS

Only Renault authorised dealerships 
have registered Factory Trained 
Technicians. Known globally as 
COTECHs, they’re trained by Renault 
to perform all factory-recommended 
servicing and repair operations. This 
ensures your car always receives the 
quality attention it deserves.

COTECHs use specialised service 
tools and equipment to ensure your 
vehicle continues to provide optimum 
performance, safety, economy and 
emissions. When you combine this 
technical expertise with the very best 
Genuine Renault parts, lubricants and 
accessories, you can be sure your car  
is in the safest of hands.

RENAULT DEALER NETWORK  
– THE BENEFITS

Everywhere, at every stage in your car’s 
life, the Renault dealer network is with 
you, providing quality service, including:

• Personalised reception and advice. 

•  The use of only Genuine  
Renault parts.

•  The Renault 1-year parts and 
labour guarantee for all repairs 
carried out by a Renault dealership.

•  Equipment and tools specially 
designed for your Renault.

•  Our pricing structures are simple,  
clear and transparent, so you can  
always have your car serviced or  
repaired with confidence.

Terms and conditions apply. Call our Customer Service Team on 1800 009 008 or view the Terms and Conditions statement at www.renault.com.au/drivingpeaceofmind for details.
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